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Recovering Redemption Bible Study guides you through the video teaching sessions from the

Recovering Redemption Leader Kit and reinforces the powerful truths in Chandler's teaching. It also

provides additional study and reflection on the three most significant parts of each session, helping

you to internalize and apply these truths to your life.All of us have a sense of dissatisfaction. And we

typically look for solutions in four areas: self, others, the world, and religion. But none of these will

satisfy. Recovering Redemption is about recovering what is lost and brokenâ€•our relationship with

Jesusâ€•because the gospel is the remedy to fix all things: every struggle, every circumstance,

every relationship, everything.Â  In this 12-session study, Matt Chandler explains the implications of

the gospel with surprising clarity and striking candor. Those who have been Christ followers for

years will find that it helps connect the dots of their faith, serving as a bridge between salvation and

maturity. Itâ€™s also an essential study for new believers. Features:Video-driven Bible study12

group sessionsPersonal Bible studyBenefits:Understand your redemption from sin and

sufferingLearn the truths of the gospel and how they transformGet traction in areas where you feel

frustrated or stagnant in your relationship with the LordEnhance your relationship with God and

othersAuthor:Â   Matt Chandler serves as Lead Pastor of Teaching at The Village Church in the

Dallas/Fort Worth metroplex. He came to The Village in December 2002 and describes his tenure

as a replanting effort where he was involved in changing the theological and philosophical culture of

the congregation. The church has witnessed a tremendous response growing from 160 people to

over 11,000 with campuses in Flower Mound, Dallas, Denton, and Fort Worth.
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God has provided redemption for us but in the sin and suffering of life we are forgetful and run after

so many things. Chandler reminds us what we were made for and that the road back may be long

but freedom is always worth the journey!

Matt chandler is phenomenal. This is an excellent bible-based lesson that hits you were it counts

and provides a easily understood and very convicting look at the transformation that comes from

accepting Christ and receiving God's grace.

Matt Chandler's Recovering Redemption is absolutely fantastic. He walks through the issues in a

great, understandable yet deep level. If you struggle with the thought that you're not good enough,

or that you are good enough and therefore don't need God, this bible study is for you!

Was using someone else's copy initially and decided to get NY own. Good resourceful book for

mentors, teachers, counselors.

This is a fantastic study. The video sermons can be found free on YouTube and they are just great.

You will love it.

This is an AWESOME bible study!!!! I LOVE it! Life Changing! Positive! GREAT!
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